ALLBOT OPTION: SMARTPHONE IR TRANSMITTER

ORDER CODE: VR001

Use this IR transmitter with the customizable application to control your ALLBOT from a distance!

Features:

- control your ALLBOT with an iPhone, iPad, or Android device
- plugs into the 3.5mm audio jack, adjust the volume and fire up the ALLBOT app
- easy installation of the battery (remove when not in use)
- uses an easy protocol so you can modify the Arduino sketch and let your ALLBOT do different things

Specifications:

- uses a CR2032 battery (included)
- 3 to 4 m range
- audio to IR
- transmit indication LED

ALLBOT options:

VR012: 2 servo leg
VR013: 3 servo leg

* Arduino™ and batteries not included

All specifications and versions are subject to change without prior notice.